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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report analyzes the relationship between international human rights law and content moderation by social media companies. While states are the primary duty bearers under international human rights law, social media companies have a responsibility to respect human rights, which is heightened during armed conflict. The report looks at how social media companies have dealt with hate speech — which is prohibited under international human rights law — as well as disinformation falling below that threshold, and how their policies measure up to international standards, including the strong protection of freedom of expression under international human rights law. It draws on examples of content posted to four leading social media platforms — VK, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram — prior to, during, and after the period of armed conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan over the disputed territory of Nagorno-Karabakh in the Fall of 2020. The examples are typical of the misinformation and hate speech seen as part of the information war accompanying the physical conflict. None of this content was subject to moderation by any of the platforms.

Due to the vast amount of content posted during the conflict, we were not able to draw reliable conclusions about the prevalence or character of hate speech or disinformation during this period. We do note, however, that, while we found some instances of hate speech and misinformation posted by Armenian users, it was outweighed by the overwhelming number of posts of that type we encountered from Azerbaijani users.

The report looks at existing platform law to determine how it aligns with international human rights law and whether the platforms should or could have acted to restrict the content. On VK, we discovered an account specifically set up to spread content to help fight the information...
war. The account was spreading anti-Armenian hate speech, which is prohibited under international human rights law, and should be criminalized under national law. The relevant VK platform law meets the requirements for restricting expression laid out in Article 19(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and VK should have moderated this content. On Twitter we unearthed an example of disinformation in the form of doctored subtitles which misrepresented the speech of an Armenian official on a linked video. Under the relevant Twitter rules this content should have been subject at least to labeling, but no action was taken. On Facebook we found a video purporting to show Azerbaijani soldiers cutting an ear from an Armenian soldier. We were able to prove that this video was not authentic by comparing it with other similar but authentic content. Under the relevant Facebook rules, this content would not be moderated because the post did not meet the specific purpose of “glorifying violence or celebrating the suffering or humiliation of others.” On Instagram we found a video that had been selectively edited to look as though Armenia was using civilians in armed conflict, posted to an account that falsely claims to be a legitimate Armenian news source, which we disproved. We were able to find the original source of this video to demonstrate that it was not what it seemed. The relevant Instagram rules do not provide for content moderation of this kind of disinformation.

The report observes that content moderation is an extremely difficult task, particularly when the nature of content is not immediately evident. Uncovering instances of manipulation and disinformation is time consuming work. This raises questions about what level of verification and authentication is practical for social media companies to carry out given the vast amount of content posted to platforms every minute of every day. While social media companies have attempted to develop platform law to guide them in their content moderation decision making, that platform law is often unclear or imprecise, and does not always meet the international human rights law threshold to permissibly restrict expression. Content moderation is not something that should be undertaken lightly, given the strong protections for freedom of expression under international human rights law, and the concomitant risks associated with assessing and removing content. Yet even where platform law and international human rights law align, social media companies do not always apply their own policies successfully. In addition, despite strong protections for freedom of expression, there may be policy reasons to moderate content, particularly during an armed conflict where social media posts can influence conflict dynamics on the ground.

The report concludes with some specific recommendations for social media companies to make their internal, self-regulatory policies and content moderation practices more transparent to users (both content creators and content consumers) and better align with international human rights law. These recommendations are intended to be a starting point for deeper discussion on the challenges posed by proliferating harmful content online, particularly during an armed conflict.
ARTICLE 19
1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.

2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.

3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:

   (a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;
   (b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals.

ARTICLE 20
1. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law.

2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Fall of 2020, an armed conflict occurred between Armenia and Azerbaijan over the disputed territory of Nagorno-Karabakh/Artsakh (“the conflict”). The physical conflict was accompanied by an online information war where platform users on both sides attempted to influence perceptions of the conflict and the opposing side.1 This is typical of modern-day armed conflicts and the expanding role of social media, as platforms are utilized to spread fear, hatred, misinformation and disinformation that can directly or indirectly contribute to dire consequences on the ground.2

In this report we analyze four examples that typify the kinds of disinformation and hate speech that appeared on social media during the conflict, and were not subject to any moderation by the host platforms. We argue that social media companies must take responsibility for these kinds of speech, and that content moderation decisions should be guided by international human rights law. While states are the primary duty bearers under international human rights law, it is now generally recognized that social media companies, like other businesses, have a responsibility to respect human rights,3 and the Working Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises suggests that this responsibility is heightened during conflict.4 International human rights law proscribes propaganda for war and hate speech, under Article 20 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights, both of which should be prohibited by law.

In crafting content moderation policies, however, social media companies must keep in mind the strong protections for freedom of opinion and expression provided under Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”), which applies as equally online as offline,5 even during armed conflict.6 There is no right to the truth under international human rights law and, consequently, international human
rights law does not prohibit misinformation or disinformation. In fact, the right to freedom of expression includes the right to impart information and ideas, “irrespective of the truth or falsehood of the content,” including when transmitted via the Internet, thereby providing protections for the expression of misinformation and disinformation.

Restriction of any expression, including hate speech, is only permissible under international human rights law if it meets the tripartite test found in Article 19(3) ICCPR: provided by law; for a legitimate purpose, and both necessary and proportionate. The UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, Irene Kahn, asserts that “In the light of the fundamental importance of this right to the enjoyment of all other human rights, the restrictions must be exceptional and narrowly construed.”

Given the strong protections afforded to expression under international human rights law, moderating online content is a difficult task. Just because content may “shock, offend or disturb” from the perspective of one set of users does not mean that it can or should be restricted or removed, unless it amounts to hate speech or propaganda for war. The same goes for content that is false or misleading.

In response to the increasing challenges of moderating content, social media companies have adopted content moderation guidelines — “platform law” — in attempts to protect free speech, regulate user-generated content, and prescribe platform responses to content falling outside of their rules. The result is a confusing patchwork of platform law across social media companies which is opaque and difficult to apply. Whatever the state of individual social media companies’ platform law, there is no doubt that reviewing the amount of content posted online is a formidable task. Many major social media companies have thus turned to automation technologies to supplement efforts to flag and filter objectionable and illegal content on their platforms, which is often problematic.

The first part of this report outlines the pertinent international human rights law protections and prohibitions that apply to online content, particularly in a conflict setting. It then explores the platform law of four of the leading platforms in use in the region during the conflict — VK (VKontakte, a Russian online social media and networking service), Twitter, Instagram and Facebook — and examines how those policies align with international human rights law.
Social media companies have become central fora for information, discussion, and debate, both during times of conflict and of peace. Since the UN Human Rights Council’s adoption of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (“UNGPs”) in 2011, businesses, including social media companies, have increasingly come to be recognized as having a responsibility to respect human rights. According to a July 2020 report from the UN Working Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations, in a situation of armed conflict, companies not only owe a responsibility to respect human rights in general, but they also come under a heightened responsibility because their business operations may influence conflict dynamics, irrespective of whether the company takes a side in the conflict. The Working Group specifically “names and shames” the tech sector, highlighting that misinformation and hate speech on Facebook fueled the Rohingya genocide in Myanmar, and social media companies should be on notice of this heightened responsibility.

A. REGULATING EXPRESSION UNDER INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

International human rights law provides a framework of standards that social media companies should seek to uphold on their platforms and in content moderation decision making. Article 19 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) protects freedom of opinion and expression including the right to impart information and ideas, even if such information is incorrect. This includes information transmitted via the Internet. Restrictions on expression are permissible under a rigorous, cumulative three-part test enshrined in Article 19(3) ICCPR. The test first requires that the restriction be “provided by law.” The second element requires that the restriction pursue either (a) the legitimate ground of respecting the rights or reputations of others or (b) of protecting national order, public order, or public health or morals. The third element requires that the restriction be necessary and proportionate.
human rights law. Irene Khan recognizes that disinformation is a challenge to freedom of expression, but she asserts that “attempts to combat disinformation by undermining human rights are shortsighted and counterproductive. Freedom of expression is not part of the problem, it is the primary means for fighting disinformation” as it allows for alternative viewpoints to be presented and falsehoods and conspiracy theories to be challenged.

B. MODERATING CONTENT UNDER PLATFORM LAW

All social media platforms regulate user-generated content under their own content moderation policies, many of which claim to protect freedom of expression while maintaining a safe space for users. Most of these policies can be found in the companies’ Terms of Service or designated rules, but some are scattered elsewhere. This is especially true for Facebook and Instagram policies, an issue that has been raised by the Facebook Oversight Board and which should promptly be addressed.

In this section we provide a brief overview of relevant policies of some of the most popular social media platforms that were in use in the region — VK, Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram — both during the period of the conflict (September to November 2020) where available, and at the time of research in August 2021.

1. VK (VKontakte)

VK strives to achieve a balance between freedom of expression and user safety in accordance with the requirements of Russian legislation. VK states that “transparency and convenient information distribution are at the core” of the product. Essentially, VK aims to strike proportionate responses in its content moderation efforts through its “Safety Guidelines”, which chiefly address threats of violence and hate speech. VK enumerates the types of content that users should “refrain” from posting and encourages users to use the “Report button.” VK claims that they “address every report, often within several minutes and usually within an hour, [and] if [they] block a profile or community based on a report, [they] notify the user who filed it.” In addition to human review, VK “constantly monitors the platform for any harmful content being uploaded...via] automatic search tools, digital fingerprint technology and neural networks.” Rule 7.2.2 of the VK Terms of Service provides that VK may “delete or remove (without giving advanced notice) any Content or Users at is own discretion,... which...infringe these Terms, Russian legislation and/or may infringe the rights of, cause damage to, or threaten the security of other Users or third parties.”

2. Twitter

Twitter states that it develops policy “considering global perspectives around the changing nature of online speech, including how [their] rules are applied and interpreted in different cultural and social contexts.” With its emphasis on context in its development and enforcement philosophy, Twitter aims to abide by what it refers to as the “Twitter Rules.” Twitter’s first set of rules are about protecting users’ safety. For instance, the “Violent threats,” “Glorification of violence,” and “Abusive behavior” policies aim to promote a healthy dialogue among users by proscribing, inter alia, the incitement of violence and calls for serious harm against a group of people. Twitter also has a “Hateful conduct” policy that claims to prohibit the promotion of violence, threats or harassment on the basis of “race, ethnicity, national origin, caste,
sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, religious affiliation, age, disability, or serious disease." Twitter's “Sensitive media” policy claims to prohibit "media that is excessively gory or share violent or adult content within live video or in profile of header images." Twitter also has a set of rules on authenticity. Its policies on “Platform manipulation and spam;” “Impersonation;” and “Synthetic and manipulated media” are all aimed at prohibiting users from deceiving others, whether that be through coordinated inauthentic behavior, the impersonation of someone else, or the dissemination of significantly-altered media.

Twitter’s “enforcement philosophy” is grounded in freedom of expression and “promotes counterspeech.” Twitter emphasizes that “context matters” in its enforcement decisions, and provides a non-exhaustive list of factors the platform may consider including whether: “the behavior is directed at an individual, group, or protected category of people; the report has been filed by the target of the abuse or a bystander; the user has a history of violating [Twitter’s] policies; the severity of the violation; the content may be a topic of legitimate public interest.” If a post is found to violate Twitter’s policies, Twitter has a range of enforcement mechanisms in place. Tweet-level enforcement can include “labeling a Tweet that may contain disputed or misleading information… Limiting Tweet visibility… Requiring Tweet removal… Hiding a violating Tweet while awaiting its removal…” Twitter also has account-level enforcement policies that may result in “Requiring media or profile edits… Placing an account on read-only mode… Verifying account ownership… Permanent suspension.” At the Tweet-level, exceptions may be made if a Tweet is in the public interest. In those instances, Twitter places the Tweet “behind a notice explaining the exception and giving [users] the option to view the Tweet.”

3. Facebook

In its Corporate Human Rights Policy, Facebook commits itself to respecting human rights, including the rights set out in the ICCPR. According to Facebook, it implements this commitment by adopting the “responsibility to respect” framework outlined in the UNGPs, specifically by "(1) applying human rights policies; (2) conducting human rights due diligence and disclosure; (3) providing access to remedy; (4) maintaining oversight, governance, and accountability; and (5) protecting human rights defenders." With respect to approach (1), Facebook claims to prioritize human rights in its Community Standards, which govern what user-generated content is or is not allowed on the platform.

Facebook has six sections to its Community Standards. There are multiple policies articulated in each Community Standards section; each begins with a policy rationale setting out the aims of the policy followed by “specific policy lines that outline content that’s not allowed; and content that requires additional information to enforce on, content that is allowed with a warning screen or content that is allowed but can only be viewed by adults aged 18 and older.” Each policy is quite detailed. Here we focus on those that appear most relevant for content posted in a conflict setting.

Under the “Violence and Criminal Behavior” section, Facebook has policies on “Violence and Incitement,” “Dangerous Individuals and Organizations,” and “Coordinating Harm and Publicizing Crime” which pursue the goal of preventing offline harm by, inter alia, prohibiting content that “incites” or “calls for” violence, similar in scope to the Twitter rules. The “Dangerous Individuals and Organizations” policy is particularly concerned with content that supports hate organizations, hateful ideologies, and hate banned entities, delineated into three tiers with different types of enforcement. Tier 1 includes organizations that engage in serious offline harms, for which Facebook removes “praise, substantive support, and representation… as well as their leaders, founders, or prominent members.” Tier 2 is geared towards “Violent Non-State Actors,” defined as entities that engage in “violence against state or military actors but [who] do not generally target civilians.” For this group, Facebook claims to “remove all substantive support and representation of these entities, their leaders, and their prominent members,” as well as “praise of the group’s violent activities.” Tier 3 entities are those that may repeatedly violate Facebook’s Hate Speech or Dangerous Organizations policies. This type of content is not
automatically removed to allow room for users to “report on, condemn, or neutrally discuss them or their activities,” but users must “clearly indicate their intent when creating or sharing such content.” If this is missing, Facebook defaults to removing content. The “Violence and Incitement” policy contains a “misinformation and imminent harm rule” that prohibits “misinformation... that contribute[s] to the risk of imminent violence or physical harm.” This policy requires users “do not post” a variety of content, but it is unclear what the enforcement action is if users fail to abide by the policies. This policy also includes information on content that would require additional information or context to enforce.

The section on “Objectionable Content” contains a policy on “Hate Speech” that addresses content targeting a group of people based on a shared identity factor. It also has a “Violent and Graphic Content” policy under which Facebook commits to “remov[ing] content that glorifies violence or celebrates the suffering or humiliation of others.” Facebook also notes that “people value the ability to discuss important issues like human rights abuses or acts of terrorism,” and suggest that a warning label is more appropriate for this type of content than a takedown. This section has three tiers of prohibited content and information on content that would require additional information or context to enforce.

Under its “Safety” section, Facebook has a policy on “Bullying and Harassment,” which distinguishes between private individuals and public figures. The former garners more protection and Facebook professes to remove content that is meant to “degrade or shame.” There are seven tiers of content that is not allowed, some of which require self-reporting prior to removal, and additional content that would require more information to enforce on.

Like Twitter, Facebook additionally has Community Standards in place that aim to maintain user integrity and authenticity. For instance, the “Account Integrity and Authentic Identity,” “False News,” and “Manipulated Media” policies seek to combat deception. As with other policies, Facebook lists some guidance on the type of content that is not allowed and for which Facebook will disable accounts, as well as the content for which Facebook would seek further information before taking action.

4. Instagram

Instagram is owned by Facebook. Facebook notes in its Corporate Human Rights Policy that human rights principles guide Instagram’s Community Guidelines, which set out Instagram’s content moderation rules. These Community Guidelines are relatively thin in comparison to Facebook’s policies, but this can be explained by the fact that Instagram’s Community Guidelines incorporate many of Facebook’s Community Standards by providing external links to them. It appears that Facebook’s policies on “Violence and Incitement,” “Dangerous Individuals and Organizations,” “Hate Speech,” “Violent and Graphic Content,” and “Account Integrity and Authentic Identity” cover Instagram as well. In addition, Instagram has its own policy on “Reducing the Spread of False Information,” aimed at regulating the spread of misinformation and disinformation.

C. MEASURING PLATFORM LAW AGAINST INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

If we map the international human rights law framework onto platform law, we see that all four social media companies claim to respect freedom of expression. All have detailed rules on hate speech which seem to directly address the type of expression expressly prohibited under Article 20(2). Beyond this, social media companies do not generally follow the same nomenclature of international human rights law in their policies and so there are fewer provisions that specifically address Article 20(1) prohibited content (propaganda for war). Across platforms, we identified no provisions that expressly regulate “incitement to war” or “the repeated and insistent expression of an opinion for the purpose of creating a climate of hatred and lack of understanding between the peoples of two or more countries, in order to bring them eventually to armed conflict.”

In a departure from international human rights law which provides explicit protection for expression “irrespective of the truth or falsehood of the content,” the platforms all have policies on misinformation and disinformation which permits moderation of this type of content. How they approach moderation of this type of content varies: for example, Twitter has policies in
place that solely target misinformation in the context of COVID-19, electoral processes, or manipulated media, whereas Facebook has a policy targeting misinformation and false news generally, Instagram has a policy on false news generally, and VK has a vague policy refraining users from posting disinformation.

Whether any moderation (i.e. restrictions) of content under platform law is in line with international human rights law depends on the application of the policy to individual pieces of content and whether any restriction on expression meets the rigorous three-part test enshrined in Article 19(3) ICCPR. Part one requires that the restriction be “provided by law,” which must be sufficiently precise and publicly accessible. When considering content posted to social media, the “law” in question is relevant platform law and platform law differs considerably in its precision, depending on the policy in question. The second element of the Article 19(3) test requires that the restriction pursue either (a) the legitimate ground of respecting the rights or reputations of others or (b) of protecting national order, public order, or public health or morals. However, platform law does not always make clear the grounds for its moderation policy. The third element of Article 19(3) requires that the restriction be necessary and proportionate. This is met if the platform law is appropriate to achieve the legitimate ground(s) pursued and there are no alternative, less intrusive enforcement measures available. The fact that all four of these social media companies have varied methods of moderating content means that there are a range of measures available for the platforms to draw on if they determine that moderation is necessary under the relevant platform law. To accord with Article 19(3), content moderation should always pursue the least restrictive means and content removal should always be a measure of last resort.

The platform law of these four social media companies does not yet appear to account for the heightened responsibility to protect human rights during conflict. The UN Working Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations outlines three steps that should be taken by businesses in the context of armed conflict: (i) identifying the root causes of tensions and potential triggers, including contextual factors, and the real and perceived grievances that are steering the conflict; (ii) mapping the main actors in the conflict and their motives, capacities, and opportunities to inflict violence; and (iii) identifying and anticipating the ways in which the business’s own operations, products, or services impact upon existing tensions and relationships between the various groups and/or create new tensions or conflicts. While it is possible that this is accounted for in internal policies, social media companies should ensure that they are weaving this approach into their moderation decisions and making those policies publicly available so that users can understand how platforms are making decisions.

The online information war during the Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict

On September 27, 2020, a 44-day armed conflict erupted between Azerbaijan and Armenia in Nagorno-Karabakh/Artsakh. The Nagorno-Karabakh Republic, also known as the Republic of Artsakh, is an autonomous state within Azerbaijan’s borders, although sovereignty over the territory remains disputed and tensions between Armenia and Azerbaijan have been consistently high since the late 1980s. Within the first few days of the 2020 conflict, tens of thousands of people fled the region. Human rights organizations independently verified that civilians, civilian objects and infrastructure, and medical facilities were targeted in violation of international humanitarian law.
and international human rights law, and unlawful weapons were utilized by both sides. There are many reports of Azerbaijan mistreating Armenian prisoners of war. On November 9, 2020, Russia brokered a Trilateral Agreement leading to a ceasefire. This Agreement is not a peace treaty and leaves the status of Nagorno-Karabakh/Artsakh unresolved. Prior to, during, and after the physical conflict the two sides engaged in an online information war, with platform users in both countries using social media companies to fan the flames of the physical conflict.

The Azerbaijani government blocked or slowed access to several social media platforms allegedly to “prevent large-scale Armenian provocations.” Platform users inside Azerbaijan were quick to use VPNs in order to circumvent these restrictions. While there is no evidence that Armenia blocked Internet access, it did introduce new censorship measures through amended martial law. These measures forbade the publication of criticism of the government and granted power to the police to levy fines, freeze assets, and demand content removals from the media. In October 2020 alone, Facebook removed 589 Azerbaijani accounts and 7,665 pages from Instagram for exhibiting coordinated inauthentic behavior related to the conflict. Facebook has not published any numbers on the number of Armenian accounts restricted during this period. Several common narratives were advanced across the platforms. From Armenian officials and platform users, there was a tendency to downplay the Armenian military’s role in atrocities. It was not uncommon for Armenian officials to project the strength and success of the Armenian military in order to mask the reality that they had suffered major territorial losses; according to Freedom House, the State’s information apparatus misled the Armenian public as to genuine developments in the war both on social media and offline. From Azerbaijani platform users, there were prevalent false narratives that Armenia is an aggressor, engaging civilians, child soldiers and foreign fighters in the conflict. Freedom House reports that the Azerbaijani government limited the public’s access to unfavorable news and, during the conflict, “much of the media landscape... was dominated by positive coverage of the government and, specifically, the president.” Both Armenian and Azerbaijani users attempted to advance competing narratives about historical and cultural ties to the region, asserting that the opposing side had no historical heritage and would destroy the other’s cultural property if given the chance.

A. METHODOLOGY

We approached our research into the information war by first identifying popular hashtags, key words, and prominent events/dates used by platform users. We also identified accounts of key State officials, journalists, and individuals who were sharing information about the tensions. We used these search terms and accounts to conduct research on each of the social media platforms in popular use — VK, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. We used digital verification techniques to confirm details about the posts and account users. Through this process, our team identified more than 250 pieces of content across the various platforms that raised questions and appeared to violate platform law and could potentially be subject to some form of content moderation, but were not subject to moderation by the relevant social media company. Each piece of content identified was then reviewed by four team members and from this four-level review we identified 21 pieces of content that team members believed could potentially be violative of platform law.

From these 21 examples, we have drawn one case study from each of the four platforms that appear to violate platform law. These case studies do not reflect the quantity or distribution of posts during the conflict, but are indicative of the type of content that was being posted online during the relevant period. For example, the first case study looks at anti-Armenian hate speech. While we did find some instances of hate speech and misinformation posted by Armenian users, it was outweighed by the overwhelming number of posts of that type from Azerbaijani users. We included these particular case studies because either they garnered a minimum level of user engagement, the claim in the post spread to other platforms or websites, or both. We made the decision to exclude content that was particularly graphic, inflammatory or offensive, but decided nonetheless to include the hate speech example (which is all of these things) to represent this category of content.

In the following section, we detail our digital verification work on each case and then analyze each piece of content under relevant platform law and international human rights law standards to determine whether they were or
should have been subject to some form of content moderation. We structure our analysis of the content following the Facebook Oversight Board’s two-pronged approach of assessing compliance with platform law followed by compliance with international human rights law.\textsuperscript{118} We note that content moderation is no easy feat, as the nature of a particular post is not always evident without more in-depth research into both the content and the user. This may not be feasible for social media companies given the amount of content posted to platforms on a minute-by-minute basis. These case studies also show the complexities of moderating content in an environment where posts are being reposted and shared on different platforms.

CASE STUDY 1: POLYGON AZERBAIJAN — APPLYING VK PLATFORM LAW

This case study examines posts from a popular VK account — Polygon Azerbaijan — that creates and spreads content to help fight the “information war.”\textsuperscript{119} We found a large volume of extreme content targeting Armenians from Azerbaijani accounts on VK but did not find examples of hate speech directed at Azerbaijanis and posted to Armenian accounts on this platform. An investigation into hate speech on Twitter by other researchers found similar results.\textsuperscript{120}

Polygon Azerbaijan is a military and defense-themed social media brand that has produced unique satirical and developing-events content throughout the conflict. The brand was created and is operated by the pseudonymous independent journalist Hans Kloss,\textsuperscript{121} and its primary VK account\textsuperscript{122} has 10,542 Followers. Polygon Azerbaijan also maintains a YouTube channel\textsuperscript{123} (793 Subscribers) but does not have a Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram presence.\textsuperscript{124} Despite attempts to identify him, we do not know Kloss’ true name. He and his collaborators are consistent with their use of the pseudonym in interviews and media productions. He is careful to obscure his face when he appears in front of the camera. Though Kloss often indicates that the terms “Hans Kloss” and “Polygon Azerbaijan” are copyright protected, WIPO\textsuperscript{125} searches produce no records of these brands. Searches of other social media platforms, public records, media reports, and image databases produced no definitive information on Kloss’ true identity.

Kloss frequently collaborates with former Azerbaijani government official, military analyst, and Azerbaijani state television host Heydar Mirza\textsuperscript{126} on the video journalism projects Caliber.az\textsuperscript{127} and RADIUS.\textsuperscript{128} These productions are often linked or reposted on the Polygon Azerbaijan sites.

Polygon Azerbaijan content often referred to Armenians as vermin,\textsuperscript{129} and graphics featuring rats as Armenian soldiers were frequently posted on Polygon Azerbaijan in response to announcements of the death or serious injury of Armenian military personnel. Here we provide just a few examples

Figure 1.1 The Polygon Azerbaijan YouTube banner with the VK logo inset on the right.
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— during the height of the Fall conflict.

The post at Figure 1.2 was posted on July 2, 2020 — almost two weeks before the July 2020 clashes. Kloss constructs the graphics using photos of injured or dead rats available on the Internet and adds images of clothing, weapons, and other details associated with Armenian military members. In the bottom right of the image, there appears the national emblem of Armenia, upside down and with a bullet hole, atop the Armenian national flag. This post received 2,500 views, 91 likes, 5 comments, and 9 shares as of September 2, 2021.

The most common appellation, “rat,” was often applied to dead Armenian soldiers, as is the case in Figure 1.3. This post was made on October 11, 2020 — during the height of the Fall conflict. It received 23,000 views, 506 likes, 61 comments, and 21 shares as of September 2, 2021. Figure 1.4 provides another example of Polygon Azerbaijan referring to dead Armenian soldiers as rats (Russian: крысы). This content was posted on October 18, 2020 — during the height of the Fall conflict. The post received 17,000 views, 531 likes, 58 comments, and 16 shares as of September 2, 2021. In this case, the soldiers are claimed to have been killed near Fuzuli. In addition, the post also describes Armenians as вонючие, which means nosy or big-nosed. In some cases, Armenians express pride or pugilistic fun at their noses; however, Polygon Azerbaijan draws attention to this feature in a mocking and demeaning manner that is reminiscent of prominent anti-Semitic stereotypes.

Figure 1.5 is another example of the satirical dead rat post. The post was made on December 29, 2020 after the end of the Fall conflict. This post received 6,700 views, 254 likes, 19 comments, and 14 shares as of September 2, 2021. The uniform, equipment, and symbols of the Armenian state evoke from the viewer a sense of dehumanization and celebration of the deaths of Armenian service members. Polygon Azerbaijan’s mocking post is a response to a report that two Armenian service members were killed when their vehicle ran off the Gorus-Kapan road.

The post at Figure 1.6 was posted on March 23, 2021, more than four months after the end of the Fall conflict. It received 5,200 views, 131 likes, 18 comments, and 9 shares as of September 2, 2021. The soldier referenced in Figure 2.10, Aghasi Hovhannisyan, became lost with another soldier during a severe snowstorm and died on March 21st or 22nd. The exclamation in the graphic refers to Zangazeur, which is the name of both the mountain range in which the soldier died and an important battle in Armenian history. Its inclusion in the graphic may have a double-meaning intended to mock Armenian military pride.

These Polygon Azerbaijan VK posts and images have been reposted to Twitter accounts, message boards, and independent news sites. Figures 1.5-1.6 show that Polygon Azerbaijan continued to post content derogatory of Armenians and the Armenian military well after the end of the Fall 2020 conflict. This reflects the continued enmity directed at Armenians online and the danger of renewed hostilities between Azerbaijan and Armenia.

As mentioned, Polygon Azerbaijan is connected to a larger visual media network, which includes the video journalism projects Caliber.az as well as RADIUS, a program which ran on Azerbaijani State television. Kloss partnered with Azerbaijani state television host Heydar Mirza in developing both programs. Heydar Mirza is the professional face of this media network with a background in military and political analysis. He has a Ph.D. in International Relations from Freie Universität Berlin and worked as a strategic studies analyst under the Azerbaijani president for eight years. In the partnership between Kloss and Mirza, there is a kind of official legitimacy lent to the type of content posted on Polygon Azerbaijan.
Polygon Azerbaijan sites promote both Caliber.az and RADIUS content, which tends to be free of the explicitly derogatory elements that pervade Kloss' own site. Still, even these more "professional" sites occasionally include references to the extreme narratives promoted on Polygon Azerbaijan as demonstrated in Figure 1.7.

1. Compliance with Relevant Platform Standards

The VK Terms of Service state that a user is prohibited from making available any content that: "contains threats or calls to violence, including ones made implicitly; praises or encourages violent actions or discrèdits; insults; defiles one’s honor, dignity or business reputation"; “contains scenes of inhumane treatment of animals”; “propagates and/or incites racial, religious, or ethnic hatred or hostility, including hatred or hostility towards a specific gender, orientation, or any other individual attributes or characteristics of a person[...];” “propagandizes and/or contributes to racial, religious, ethnic hatred or hostility, propagandizes fascism or racial superiority”; or "is of fraudulent nature".

Under its Safety Guidelines, VK explicitly prohibits users from spreading hate speech or to otherwise "victimize or belittle an individual or group of people based on religion, culture, race, ethnicity, nationality, sexual or gender identity, developmental differences, illness, etc." The platform claims to block accounts that spread content that contains “verbal assertion[s] of superiority of some groups over others to rationalize violence, discrimination, segregation, or isolation on the basis of religion, ethnicity, nationality, sexual or gender identity, developmental differences or illness” even in cases in which the content is posted as a joke or meme. Qualifying assertions include “comparing a specific group of people to insects, filth, subhumans, inferior types, and other such language.” VK further asks users to refrain from posting content that glorifies violence, depicts physical harm, or contains disinformation. The platform does acknowledge the importance of context in assessing prohibited content, and moderators are instructed to look for evidence that content was posted maliciously. Content that violates these policies and is maliciously posted may be deleted or result in a user losing their account; repeated violations may result in a permanent ban from the platform.

Polygon Azerbaijan’s content is consistent with multiple categories of VK’s prohibited content under VK’s Terms of Service. Under the platform’s policies, each of the example posts should have been removed, and there is a strong case that the entire account should be taken down.

The Polygon Azerbaijan posts presented here propagate and propagandize racial and ethnic hostility or hatred in violation of VK’s Terms of Service. The posts in Figures 1.3-1.6 all include graphic or written comparisons of Armenians to rats, which falls under VK’s description of hate speech in its Platform Standards. In each of these posts, the comparison to vermin is made within the context of the death or injury of Armenians—posts in Figures 1.4 and 1.7 depict actual physical violence to people who are described as Armenian service members. The inclusion of this context plausibly may be said to glorify violence or incite hostility as the depiction or description of violence in these posts is celebratory, particularly for the posts in Figures 1.4, 1.5, and 1.7.

The posts in Figures 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 also describe Armenians by the physical size of their noses. The negative stereotype equating this physical characteristic with the Armenian nationality, ethnicity, and race and its use in content that promotes or celebrates physical violence targeted at Armenians, violate VK’s Platform Standards by asserting the superiority of Azerbaijanis over Armenians to rationalize violence and discrimination on the basis of nationality and ethnicity.

According to VK policies, the satirical nature of many of the example posts is no defense against moderation. Under VK’s maliciousness test, Polygon Azerbaijan’s posts demonstrate (1) animosity based on certain characteristics or differences (e.g. “big-nosed”); (2) offensive behavior, contempt toward other people’s values or views; and (3) expression of personal superiority, accompanied by a baseless and unfair attitude toward a specific individual or group of people (e.g. Armenian soldiers killed in combat).
Given the extremity of the content available on the Polygon Azerbaijan account, particularly as it promotes hostility and hatred toward Armenians of ethnic and national identities, VK’s policies require that, at the least, all eight offending posts be removed, and there is a persuasive case that the owner should lose the account, be permanently banned, or both. Hans Kloss and Polygon Azerbaijan likely qualify for these severe sanctions under VK’s policy against posting hate speech as well as under its policy on repeat violators.

2. Compliance with international human rights law

Businesses, including social media companies, should respect human rights. This means that they should avoid infringing on the human rights of others and should address adverse human rights impacts with which they are involved.\(^1\) Hate speech is a prohibited form of expression under Article 20(2) ICCPR. Any restriction of hate speech must meet with the cumulative requirements of Article 19(3) ICCPR: (i) that any restriction be provided by law, (ii) that the restriction pursue either (a) the legitimate ground of respecting the rights or reputations of others or (b) of protecting national order, public order, or public health or morals, and (iii) that the restriction be necessary and proportionate.\(^2\)

The posts presented from Polygon Azerbaijan qualify under the UN definition of hate speech as expressive content that “uses pejorative or discriminatory language with reference to a person or a group on the basis of [...]” their ethnicity, nationality, race, or other identity factor.\(^3\) Further, this content is prohibited by Article 20(2) ICCPR which outlaws any “advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence.”\(^4\) In particular, Polygon Azerbaijan’s use of the offending terms and images in combination with military content promotes hostility and potentially violence toward Armenians.

VK’s policy on hate speech is provided by law as required by Article 19(3) as it is contained in the Platform Standards section of their publicly available Safety Guidelines document.\(^5\) The examples contained in the Safety Guidelines provide users with a clear understanding of particular categories of prohibited content. VK policies make clear that the content in these posts is prohibited and should be moderated. However, the outcome for other content — that which is not clearly encompassed by the examples provided in the Platform Standards — may be more difficult to predict. Therefore, we recommend that VK update its Platform Standards policy to make explicit its definition of hate speech and clarify the criteria it uses to identify and moderate all forms of hate speech.

VK’s Platform Standards document describes its hate speech policy as intended “to ensure a safe environment for all.”\(^6\) Although this is vague, it likely complies with the Article 19(3)(a) restriction in favor of respecting the rights or reputations of others.\(^7\)

When considering moderation of hate speech in particular, the six-part test of the Rabat Plan of Action\(^8\) provides a robust deliberative, high-threshold framework to assess whether moderation actions are necessary and proportionate to the content in question, considering the totality of the circumstances. This was originally developed to assess the necessity of adopting criminal measures against hate speech,\(^9\) but has since been extended beyond expression that is criminalized.\(^10\) This test includes (1) social and political context, (2) the speaker’s position or status, (3) the intent of the speaker, (4) the content and form of the statement, (5) the extent of its dissemination, (6) the likelihood of harm, including imminence.

(1) Context: A state of open, large scale armed conflict existed between Armenia and Azerbaijan between the months of September and November 2020. For months before and in the many months following, almost continuous armed confrontations occurred between the countries resulting in combat casualties. The cease-fire negotiated in November 2020 remains uneasy, and current conditions on the ground resemble to some degree the build up to war that existed in July and August of 2020. Meanwhile, the Azerbaijani President, Ilham Aliyev, has celebrated his country’s victory in a manner that is meant to humiliate Armenia and has used dehumanizing language to describe Armenians.\(^11\) It is in this context of intense international armed conflict and national and ethnic enmity that Polygon Azerbaijan’s posts appeared, presenting Armenians as dangerous and subhuman at a time and in a region where there remains a high probability...
of violence. These posts also reflect a broader strategic use of hate speech by Azerbaijan’s political leaders. Consequently, the social and political context increases the severity of the content and favors moderation.

(2) Status of the speaker: the speaker Hans Kloss, the account owner, purports to be a military expert who has worked for and appeared on Azerbaijan state television. He also collaborates with Heydar Mirza, a television personality and former national security official in the Azerbaijani President’s administration. Kloss’ content is popular with his intended Russian- and Azerbaijani-speaking audience, and his posts are often reposted to other platforms. As a popular and politically-connected figure within Azerbaijani media, Kloss’ status favors moderation.

(3) Intent: a speaker’s intent to incite is signaled by the deliberate coupling of hate speech and depictions of violence against a group. The posts from Polygon Azerbaijan combine hate speech with visual depictions or written descriptions of physical violence committed against members of the Armenian military. In some cases, this includes graphic photos or videos showing dead Armenian service members. Further, Mirza and Kloss produce a significant amount of content that would appeal to military members or military hobbyists, and Polygon Azerbaijan posts are reposted to military-themed message boards. Polygon Azerbaijan posts celebrate the killings, woundings, and accidental deaths of Armenian service personnel with dead rat memes and dehumanizing language. These elements suggest intent to incite and favor moderation.

(4) Content and form: The Polygon Azerbaijan posts are one-sided, were created by a single person, and most present no intellectual argument. The account is hostile to alternative views; Armenian perspectives are only featured in Polygon Azerbaijan posts as an opportunity for mockery or derision, not legitimate points of argument. The posts appear targeted to provoke strong emotional reactions from the audience as well as the targets. The substance and form of the speech favor moderation.

(5) Dissemination: Content is more liable to be moderated when it is part of a continuing campaign and appears on a publicly-accessible website where it is encountered by thousands of people who have access to the target population. Polygon Azerbaijan is on the VK social media platform and its content is available to anyone with a VK account. The posts that presented here are not isolated examples but contain themes and language that are repeated many times in content that spans from well before the Fall conflict to at least summer 2021. Many of the examples here have been reposted to news sites, other VK accounts, Twitter accounts, and standalone sites. The collaboration between Kloss and Mirza extends the reach of this content even further and into more traditional and official Azerbaijani media, beyond VK. The Caliber.az project is ostensibly a video journalism project that reports on the ongoing conflict; however, even on Caliber.az videos the Armenians-as-rats messaging appears. Because the content is widely accessible online and much of the audience has access to the target population, the extent of the speech increases its severity and favors moderation.

(6) Likelihood of harm: The Polygon Azerbaijan posts promote narratives that suggest Armenians are (1) dangerous and deserve to be the targets of violence; (2) subhuman and do not deserve dignity or safety (e.g., Armenians are “rats”, “creatures”); or (3) incompetent and draw injury upon themselves (e.g., mocking soldiers who become lost in a snowstorm). These narratives — which mirror those promoted by media outlets prior to and during the Rwandan genocide — in combination with the similarly hateful and violent rhetoric promoted by Azerbaijan’s political establishment, increase the risk of violence, thereby increases the severity of the speech and favors moderation.

An analysis of each of the six Rabat factors shows that this content on the Polygon Azerbaijan VK account meets the threshold for criminalisation under national law, and should be removed from the site. Given the extreme nature of these posts there is a case to be made that the entire account should have been blocked: VK states that it blocks accounts in cases of the most egregious speech or of repeat violators of content policies, otherwise moderation may
Finally, in analyzing criterion (iii), Twitter provides it is most likely to take strong moderation confirmed by members of our team. (translated using YouTube’s auto-generated English translation and ordered using YouTube’s auto-generated English translation and confirmed by members of our team).

CASE STUDY 2. AZERBAIJAN MFA TWEET: APPLYING TWITTER PLATFORM LAW

During the conflict, it was not uncommon for Azerbaijani public officials to make statements on Twitter claiming that attacking civilian populations was a standard practice of the Armenian forces. We did not find examples of similar content posted by Armenian officials. On October 7, 2020, a video was posted on Twitter by the user Armenian Occupation Watch (@ArmenOccupWatch). According to the bio, this account is managed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Azerbaijan (“MFA”). The video showed a clip of Vagharshak Harutyunyan, a former advisor to the Armenian Prime Minister during the conflict, speaking Armenian with English subtitles (see Figure 1.1). The post claimed that Harutyunyan was explaining that Armenia’s “purposely #shelling #peaceful cities of #Azerbaijan.” This video had received 1.9k views as of August 13, 2021, The Twitter post received 110 likes, 93 retweets, and 13 comments as of the same date.

The same clip was posted by another Twitter user (@Shahlam_) on October 9, 2020, although the clip did not include the English subtitles like the video posted by @ArmenOccupWatch. The @Shahlam_ Tweet revealed that the clip was fromYouTube and featured the title of the video — “Вести в 20:00 от 05.10.20.” We were able to use this title to identify the original video on YouTube from which the clip of Harutyunyan was taken. That video was posted to YouTube on October 5, 2020 by Россия-24, a Russian news channel (see Figure 1.2). By listening to the original clip with YouTube’s automated English translation turned on, we were able to identify that the English subtitles in the @ArmenOccupWatch post are misleading: Harutyunyan is not speaking about Armenia’s military tactics, he is speaking about the military tactics of Azerbaijan. This was further confirmed by members of our team who are familiar with the language being spoken in the video.

When assessing criterion (i) on whether the content was significantly and deceptively altered or fabricated, (ii) whether the content was shared in a deceptive manner, and (iii) whether the content is likely to impact public safety or cause serious harm. Different enforcement actions are taken depending on how many of these criteria the content in question satisfies. In assessing criterion (i) on whether the media has been deceptively altered, Twitter expressly notes in its policy that it considers whether modified subtitles have been added. Twitter provides it is most likely to take strong moderation action against media that has been significantly altered (e.g., spliced and reordered or slowed down to change its meaning), however under Twitter’s rules content containing subtler forms of manipulation, such as presentation with false context, may be labeled or removed on a case-by-case basis.

When assessing criterion (ii) on whether the content was shared in a deceptive manner, Twitter considers whether the content suggests a deliberate intent to deceive people, taking into account the text of the Tweet and information on the profile of the account sharing the media. Additionally, Twitter “may label Tweets containing synthetic and manipulated media to help people understand their authenticity and to provide additional context.”

Here, the MFA Tweet added inaccurate subtitles to the video featuring the Armenian official, which satisfies criterion (i). As the inaccurate subtitles had to be created, it seems likely that this deception was intentionally shared, which satisfies criterion (ii). Whether or not criterion (iii) is satisfied is more complex. Broadly, it could be argued that because the MFA’s post claims that Armenia deliberately strikes at civilians, it was created in order to incite panic and to stir up further animosity between the two sides, which could impact public safety or cause serious harm if content consumers used this information as a pretext.
to respond to the perceived Armenian action. Twitter considers the time frame within which the content may be likely to impact public safety or cause serious harm, so the potential for serious harm is supported by the fact that the post was made on October 7, 2020, just 10 days after the physical conflict materialized. Twitter identifies some specific harms included in criterion (iii) including "threats to the physical safety of a person or group; risk of mass violence or widespread civil unrest; threats to the privacy or ability of a person or group to freely express themselves or participate in civic events." While this list is not exhaustive, it does not appear that this Tweet would cause serious harm of this nature. Consequently, we conclude that although the MFA's post does heighten tensions between Armenia and Azerbaijan, the link between this content and serious harm is perhaps too tenuous (criterion (iii)).

However, under Twitter's policy a post does not need to satisfy all three criteria. For content that satisfies criteria (i) and (ii), Twitter's policy states that it is "likely to be labeled." No such action was taken against this post.

In its policy, Twitter states that it may use its own technology or receive reports through partnerships with third parties in order to determine if media has been deceptively altered. It may be the case that Twitter's algorithms and third-party partners did not detect the MFA's post, so we recommend that Twitter's algorithms and partners prioritize synthetic and manipulated media shared in the context of an armed conflict.

2. Compliance with international human rights law

In order for content moderation to respect human rights law, it needs to meet the cumulative criteria of Article 19(3) ICCPR: (i) that any restriction be provided by law, (ii) that the restriction pursue either (a) the legitimate ground of respecting the rights or reputations of others or (b) of protecting national order, public order, or public health or morals, and (iii) that the restriction be necessary and proportionate.

By setting out a three-part test that delineates Twitter’s approach to synthetic and manipulated media, Twitter’s policy is formulated with sufficient precision to allow individuals to foresee the types of conduct that are prohibited under the policy and thus accords with the "provided by law" component of Article 19(3). It is especially helpful that Twitter includes a table in its policy, which explains the enforcement action Twitter will take depending on how much of the criteria in its three-part test is satisfied. This policy can be easily located on Twitter’s Help Center, which means that the policy has also been made accessible to the public. However, Twitter could improve its transparency by being specific about when labels will be applied, and the content of those labels, rather than just providing that labeling “is likely.”

Twitter’s policy rationale for its “Synthetic and manipulated media” policy states that: “You may not share synthetic, manipulated, or out-of-context media that may deceive or confuse people and lead to harm.” This is vague. It could be read as aimed at protecting public order and, in more extreme circumstances, national security under Article 19(3)(b), but it is not explicit. To be more transparent, Twitter should make the human rights that it seeks to protect more explicit on the face of the policy in order to provide greater clarity.

Whether a restriction on this expression would comport with the necessity and proportionality test of Article 19(3) depends on the type of restriction applied. Since the MFA is a department of the State of Azerbaijan and the content it posted relates to the conflict, the post is political speech and is subject to particularly strong protection under the right to freedom of expression. We find that removal of the MFA Tweet would not be necessary and proportionate because, as discussed above, we do not believe that it reaches the “serious harm” threshold expounded by Twitter that would warrant its removal. The objective could be met via the less restrictive action of labeling the MFA Tweet as manipulated and inaccurate, as permitted under Twitter’s policy, which would be necessary and proportionate in this instance. This conclusion is further bolstered by the fact that the real video, which excludes the MFA’s modified subtitles, is freely available on YouTube and can be used to counter-message the MFA Tweet.

Consequently, we conclude that this Twitter policy respects human rights as articulated in Article 19(3) of the ICCPR, although it failed to uphold its own platform law in not labeling the MFA Tweet.

Twitter could improve its approach to misleading content by adding links to trustworthy sources as part of its enforcement response.
CASE STUDY 3. ARMENIA-ARTSAKH AWARENESS CENTER (AAAC) POST — APPLYING FACEBOOK PLATFORM LAW

On November 4, 2020, a Facebook user by the name of the “Armenia-Artsakh Awareness Center” (“AAAC”) posted a video allegedly showing Azerbaijani forces cutting off the ears of an Armenian soldier (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). This account was created on October 6, 2020, in the midst of the conflict, and was actively posting pro-Armenia/anti-Azerbaijan content up until April 1, 2021. It has amassed 1,553 followers as of August 12, 2021. We were able to trace ownership of this account to a private citizen based in Los Angeles. Many of this person’s posts on the AAAC’s Facebook page, including the ear-cutting video, contain pleas for donations to the ArmeniaFund, a nonprofit organization dedicated to serving the humanitarian needs of Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh/Artsakh.

By performing a reverse image search on the screenshots at Figure 3.1-3.2 taken from the video using Google Images and Yandex Images, it became clear that this video had spread to other social media platforms including YouTube, VK, and Twitter, as evidenced in Figures 3.3-3.5.

An OSINT investigation carried out by Amnesty International’s Crisis Evidence Lab confirmed the authenticity of twenty-two videos depicting gruesome mutilations and extrajudicial executions of enemy soldiers by both Armenian and Azerbaijani forces during the conflict. Ear-cutting by both Armenian and Azerbaijani perpetrators was thus not uncommon during the conflict, but comparing the Facebook video posted by the AAAC with videos and images authenticated by Amnesty International raises questions of the authenticity of the AAAC video. Journalist Jake Hanrahan posted authentic images of Azerbaijani soldiers cutting off the ears of Armenians to Twitter.

An investigation carried out by Amnesty International’s Crisis Evidence Lab confirmed the authenticity of twenty-two videos depicting gruesome mutilations and extrajudicial executions of enemy soldiers by both Armenian and Azerbaijani forces during the conflict. Ear-cutting by both Armenian and Azerbaijani perpetrators was thus not uncommon during the conflict, but comparing the Facebook video posted by the AAAC with videos and images authenticated by Amnesty International raises questions of the authenticity of the AAAC video. Journalist Jake Hanrahan posted authentic images of Azerbaijani soldiers cutting off the ears of Armenians to Twitter.

Of note is the fact that blood is visibly apparent in these images, a feature that is missing in the AAAC Facebook video. On the contrary, the “ear” in the AAAC Facebook video is scrupulously clean, as is the knife that was used to allegedly cut off that ear. No blood is detectable anywhere in the AAAC Facebook video. In addition, the “ear” in the AAAC Facebook video does not observably look like an ear at all. Rather than appear life-like, the “ear” in the AAAC Facebook video is nearly flat and surrounded by flappy excess “skin.” Moreover, Amnesty International points out that the uniforms of Azerbaijani soldiers are typically marked by the Azerbaijani flag on the shoulder and a patch with the soldier’s blood type on the sleeve. These distinctive features are missing from the AAAC Facebook video. We conclude that this video is not authentic.

1. Compliance with Relevant Platform Standards

At the time of the conflict, Facebook’s “Violent and Graphic Content” policy prohibited posting videos of people or dead bodies in non-medical settings if they depicted dismemberment. Facebook’s rationale for its “Violent and Graphic Content” policy stipulates that Facebook “remove[s] content that glorifies violence or celebrates the suffering or humiliation of others because it may create an environment that discourages participation [on Facebook].” The policy rationale further provides that Facebook “allow[s] graphic content (with some limitations) to help people raise awareness about these issues.” For content that falls within the policy, Facebook indicates that it will “include a warning screen so that people are aware that the content may be disturbing.” In this case, the AAAC’s post does not glorify violence or celebrate the plight of the Armenian soldiers; instead, it does the opposite by calling out the alleged Azerbaijani military violations of the treatment of prisoners of war. Consequently, the post did not violate Facebook’s “Violent and Graphic Content” policy and, therefore, was properly not the subject of moderation under this policy.

Facebook’s “Violence and Incitement” policy prohibits posting “[m]isinformation and unverifiable rumors that contribute to the risk of imminent violence or physical harm.” According to an update made to this policy on Facebook Newsroom a month before the conflict broke out, misinformation that does not attain the imminent harm threshold but is rated false by third-party fact-checkers will be downranked in the News Feed. Here, context matters: This post was made five days before the conflict came to an end when there was still uncertainty over whether...
(temporary) peace could ever be accomplished between the two sides. In addition, the post casts Azerbaijani soldiers as war crime perpetrators, which could feed into negative generalizations about Azerbaijanis. On the other hand, the post did not use derogatory language against Azerbaijanis and did not enjoy substantial user engagement. Although the ear-cutting video was circulated across different platforms, the post made by the AAAC was not liked, shared, or commented on very much, which points to a lack of imminent harm. Thus, under Facebook’s policy, the post should not have been removed, but it could have been downranked if rated false by third-party fact-checkers. There is nothing to suggest that the post was indeed rated false by third-party fact-checkers, so we recommend that Facebook provide greater transparency on how it partners with third-party fact-checkers and how its algorithms and human review processes work.

2. Compliance with international human rights law

Whether this content can be restricted under international human rights law depends on the satisfaction of the cumulative three requirements of Article 19(3) ICCPR: (i) that any restriction be provided by law, (ii) that the restriction pursue either (a) the legitimate ground of respecting the rights or reputations of others or (b) of protecting national order, public order, or public health or morals, and (iii) that the restriction be necessary and proportionate.

Facebook could have moderated this content in line with the requirements of Article 19(3). Its “Violent and Graphic Content” policy meets the first requirement of Article 19(3) as it is sufficiently precise and the policy is publicly available. It appears as though the policy is aimed at “respect[ing] the rights or reputation of others,” and so satisfies the second requirement. The method of moderation provided under the policy is limited to providing a warning, which is not particularly restrictive and so would likely meet the necessity and proportionality test: the third requirement of Article 19(3). However, the post would not be moderated under the terms of the policy, as it is specifically directed at content that “glorifies violence or celebrates the suffering or humiliation of others,” which this post did not do. We note that this might be an unsatisfactory outcome, as it allows violent and graphic content which is posted for other purposes, such as this.

Facebook’s “Violence and Incitement” policy and “misinformation and imminent harm” rule are publicly accessible on Facebook’s Transparency Center, and appears to meet with the legitimate ground required by Article 19(3) as Facebook states that its goal is to prevent offline harm and threats to public safety. However the rule contains two major deficiencies. First, the rule does not define “misinformation,” leaving open to interpretation of the types of prohibited content. This is a problem that has been raised by the Facebook Oversight Board more than once. Second, the rule does not explain what the “imminent harm” threshold is. Consequently, this rule does not fulfill the “provided by law” criteria of Article 19(3) and, as the test is cumulative, content moderation under the policy would not be permitted by international human rights law.

Even if the Article 19(3) test were met for the “misinformation and imminent harm” rule, Facebook’s policy, which permits downranking the content if it is rated false by third-party fact-checkers, is not sufficient. The post was made during the conflict, which should have triggered Facebook’s heightened responsibility to respect human rights under the UNGPs. Therefore, just as the FBOB has recommended that Facebook prioritize referring content to its fact-checkers when the content concerns a public position on debated health policy issues, particularly in the context of a pandemic, we recommend that Facebook prioritize referring content that makes dubious claims about an armed conflict to its fact-checkers. Also, we recommend that Facebook expand its policy to include alternative, less intrusive measures to downranking, such as affixing a label that warns users of misinformation and/or directs users to trusted sources of information. These measures could protect users’ freedom of expression, while also allowing other users to explore alternative sources of trustworthy information.

We conclude that Facebook’s “Violence and Incitement” policy and “misinformation and imminent harm” rule do not comply with the requirements for restricting expression under Article 19(3). To bring the rule into alignment with the “provided by law” requirement, Facebook should provide a clear definition of relevant terms to provide clarity for users. Facebook should also elaborate on how they determine whether the threshold of “imminent harm” has been met. Facebook should always pursue the least restrictive means of content moderation to meet the policy goal.
The conflict witnessed the rise of student-driven patriotic astroturfing, which describes the phenomenon whereby small, coordinated accounts post at a high volume to create the impression that an online movement enjoys more support than it actually does. A prominent example of a student-led activist group that was active during the conflict is the “Karabakh is Azerbaijan” (KIAz) platform, which operates Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Telegram accounts. As of August 3, 2021, the platform had 18.7k, 25k, 5.69k, 1.61k, and 601 followers on each of its accounts respectively.

According to KIAz’s “About” page on YouTube, the platform was created by a group of “patriotic youth” on July 13, 2020, two days after the July 2020 clashes between Armenia and Azerbaijan had materialized. Review of posts across their different platforms reveals that the group is supported by the Baku Engineering University, a university established in 2016 under the order of the President of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev, to train students on how to become professionals in the field of engineering technology. A Facebook post from KIAz (Figure 4.1) specifically thanks the rector of the university, Professor Havar Mammadov, who was appointed to this position under the order of President Aliyev, and goes on to express pride in the platform’s contributions to the “information war” between Armenia and Azerbaijan that simultaneously took place during the conflict. According to their Facebook and Instagram accounts, the group was presented with two awards by an Azerbaijani Member of Parliament for their efforts during the “information war” (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3). KIAz’s commitment to the information war is evident across their social media accounts on different platforms. For example, on October 3, 2020, KIAz posted a video to their Instagram account. The video depicts two individuals, circled in red by the content creator, who appear not to be in military uniform and are helping with artillery preparations (see Figures 4.4-4.5). The post’s caption alleges that “from the video footage shared from Armenian mass media it can be clearly observed that civilians are actively attending to military operations. This way Armenian government is able to clearly write off many casualties as ‘civilians.’”

There is a logo in the upper left corner of a screenshot taken from the video. Through a reverse image search on Yandex Images, we found an Instagram account run by a user named “hraparak_tv” that uses the same logo. The video was shared by that user on October 2, 2020, a day before the video was posted by KIAz, and contains a similar caption as the post made by KIAz. While there is a legitimate Armenian media outlet named Hraparak TV, this “hraparak_tv” Instagram account is not an official account of that outlet (see Figure 4.6). The legitimate Hraparak TV has confirmed that the “hraparak_tv” Instagram account is an unofficial account run by Azercanim, designed to look like the content being posted to that account is derived from legitimate Armenian media.

Upon conducting further reverse image searches of the screenshots taken from the video using Yandex Images, we discovered that there were actually two versions of this video in circulation on social media—the one that was posted by both the unofficial “hraparak_tv” Instagram account and the KIAz Instagram account and a second video posted to YouTube (see Figure 4.7).

Most notably, the logo in the video posted by KIAz does not match the logo seen in the screenshot of the YouTube video. We performed a reverse image search of the YouTube video logo on Yandex Images, which yielded several results, including a Tweet linking the original video featuring the same logo from the YouTube video. The original video is from an Armenian media outlet, 1IN.am, and was posted on October 1, 2020, a day before the unofficial “hraparak_tv” posted the video.

In the center-left of the original YouTube video at Figure 4.7, there is a man who is hunched over and can be seen wearing a dark jacket, a pair of jeans, and striped shoes. This man’s plain clothing seems to be the reason why KIAz claims that civilians are involved in Armenia’s military
operations in its October 3, 2020 Instagram post as these are the elements that are circled in red by KIAz in Figure 3.5. However, in reviewing the original video posted by 1in.am on October 1, 2020 in its entirety, it appears that the men were not civilians. Starting at the 2:45 minute mark, the reporter in the 1in.am video starts conversing with the men, whom the reporter refers to as “soldiers,” asking them about the recent attacks in Nagorno-Karabakh/Artsakh and their work. This was confirmed by a member of our team who is fluent in the language being spoken. It is during this segment that the same man who KIAz alleges is a civilian in Figure 3.5 appears in the background. He is wearing the same jacket, jeans, and striped shoes that we previously identified, but underneath that jacket, he is wearing an army shirt, just like the rest of the soldiers in the video. This crucial part of the video was selectively edited out of the version that was posted by the unofficial “hraparak_tv,” which was then reposted by KIAz on October 3, 2020. The unofficial “hraparak_tv” Instagram account also selectively edited the reporter’s conversation with the soldiers out of the 1in.am video, which provides important context to show the men are not civilians. We found numerous instances where the Azerbaijani media made the same allegations based on this content.

1. Compliance with Relevant Platform Standards
Instagram’s Community Guidelines incorporate many of Facebook’s Community Standards, including Facebook’s “Violence and Incitement” policy. This policy prohibits posting “[m]isinformation and unverifiable rumors that contribute to the risk of imminent violence or physical harm.” In an update to this policy, it was clarified that “[m]isinformation that does not put people at risk of imminent violence or physical harm but is rated false by third-party fact-checkers will be [downranked] so that fewer people are exposed to it.” Additionally, Instagram has a policy on reducing the spread of false information, which, at the time of the conflict, was meager and provided an external link to a Facebook announcement about how Facebook addresses fake news. This Facebook announcement stated that technology and human review is used to identify and downrank false news that is rated false by third-party fact-checkers, provide more context on false news, or remove pages that repeatedly share false news.

The KIAz’s Instagram post appears to be misinformation and, therefore, raises a question under the “Violence and Incitement” policy as to whether it contributed to a risk of imminent violence or physical harm. According to the FBOB it is paramount to consider the local context and current situation in a State when assessing the “imminent harm” threshold. Here, the post was made on October 3, 2020, just six days after the conflict began, when tensions between Armenia and Azerbaijan were already running high. By making false allegations about the Armenian government’s military tactics, the post could have arguably spurred further enmity between the two sides, particularly when viewed in light of KIAz’s stated goal of winning the information war for Azerbaijan. However, the post does not say anything derogatory against Armenians, and it does not expressly or impliedly suggest a risk of imminent violence or physical harm against Armenia or Armenians. Consequently, despite containing false information about Armenians utilizing civilians in combat, it is unlikely that any content moderation action would be appropriate under the current rules.

2. Compliance with international human rights law
Misinformation and disinformation are not prohibited forms of expression under international human rights law. To respect human rights, content can only be restricted if the three cumulative criteria of Article 19(3) ICCPR are met. KIAz’s Instagram post touches upon a matter of public interest, namely civilian involvement in the conflict, so it is categorized as political speech, which is subject to particularly strong protection under Article 19(2) ICCPR.

The relevant law in question for an Article 19(3) analysis is Facebook’s “Violence and Incitement” policy and, to be exact, the “misinformation and imminent harm” rule contained in that policy, which also applies to Instagram. In its rationale for this policy, Facebook states that its goal is to prevent offline harm and threats to public safety. Thus, the rule pursues the legitimate grounds of respecting the rights of others and protecting public safety and national security required by Article 19(3). However, as discussed above, the rule does not satisfy the “provided by law” requirement, as it is missing definitions of misinformation and imminent harm. The policy therefore fails to meet the requirements to justify a restriction of expression that respects human rights.
We conclude that Facebook and Instagram policies are inadequate to deal with content of this nature. Although KIAz is not a State-run platform, its immense popularity during the conflict suggests that it had the power to use its manipulative messaging to influence its tens of thousands of followers. Despite strong protections for freedom of expression, there may be policy reasons to seek to moderate content of this nature, particularly during an armed conflict in accordance with the position of the UN Working Group group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations. Appropriate moderation for content like this might be affixing a label that warns users about the misinformation contained in the post or downranking the post so that fewer users could see it.

Removal of the single Instagram post under scrutiny here would probably not address the issue of the repeated manipulative messaging KIAz was sending as part of its astroturfing campaign to control the information war. In Facebook’s False News announcement that Instagram linked to in its “reducing the spread of false news” policy at the time of the conflict, Facebook stated that it removes the pages of repeat offenders.244 While account removals and suspensions should be a last-resort measure taken against misinformation, a temporary account suspension for KIAz’s Instagram account may have been proportionate under Article 19(3) ICCPR in the circumstances that existed at the time.245

CONCLUSIONS

These posts represent a small sample of content that was posted to these four social media companies prior to, during, and after the Fall 2020 conflict. These examples illustrate the complexity of removal decisions facing social media companies and their digital content moderators, particularly when the nature of content is not immediately evident. Uncovering instances of manipulation and disinformation is time consuming work. This raises questions about what level of verification and authentication is practical for social media companies to carry out given the vast amount of content posted to platforms every minute of every day. While social media companies have attempted to develop platform law to guide them in their content moderation decision making, that platform law is often unclear or imprecise, and does not always meet the international human rights law threshold to permissibly restrict expression. All four social media companies have extensive provisions that prohibit hate speech on their platforms, which comports with the prohibitions found in Article 20(2) ICCPR. Yet, platforms are still failing to moderate hate speech. Each social media company needs to make an effort to more directly incorporate prohibitions on expression constituting propaganda for war (Article 20(1) ICCPR) into their platform law. Moreover, in many instances, platform law lacks the specificity required by Article 19(3) ICCPR to permit restrictions of expression on the platforms. In instances where platform law and international human rights law align, social media companies do not always apply their own policies successfully. In addition, despite strong protections for freedom of expression, there may be policy reasons to moderate content, particularly during an armed conflict where expression online may influence conflict dynamics on the ground.

Content removal is not something that should be undertaken lightly, given the right to freedom of expression and the concomitant risks associated with assessing and removing content. It is therefore especially important that social media companies develop robust platform law, guided by international human rights standards, to ensure that the rights of all platform users are upheld.
RECOMMENDATIONS

To aid social media companies in their policy development, and to support them in respecting human rights, we offer the following general recommendations:

■ All social media companies should develop platform law that is guided by international human rights law, in particular Article 20 and Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\(^{246}\)

■ All social media companies should ensure that their platform law is “formulated with sufficient precision to enable an individual to regulate his or her conduct accordingly” in accordance with the “provided by law” requirement of Article 19(3) ICCPR.\(^{247}\)

■ All social media companies should ensure that their platform law is “accessible to the public.”\(^{248}\) This may require social media companies to collate their moderation policies in a centralized location so that users can clearly see the rules.\(^{249}\)

■ Where social media companies provide for the possibility of content moderation, platform law should be explicit as to whether the restriction on expression is pursuing one of the permitted grounds under Article 19(3) (a) or (b).

■ All social media companies should adopt a scale of content moderation mechanisms so that, where moderation is necessary under platform law and international human rights law, platforms are able to moderate the content using the least restrictive means possible.\(^{250}\)

■ Social media companies have a heightened duty to respect and protect human rights during armed conflict under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the guidance provided by the UN Working Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises.\(^{251}\) The Working Group has identified three steps that social media companies should take, which should be implemented by all platforms:

   1. Identify the root causes of tensions and potential triggers, including contextual factors, and the real and perceived grievances that are steering the conflict;\(^{252}\)

   2. Map the main actors in the conflict and their motives, capacities, and opportunities to inflict violence;\(^{253}\) and

   3. Identify and anticipate the ways in which the business’ own operations, products, or services impact upon existing tensions and relationships between the various groups and/or create new tensions or conflicts.\(^{254}\)

The “concrete steps that businesses need to take will be extremely context dependent.”\(^{255}\) It may include “suspend[ing] or terminat[ing] activities in or linked to a conflict-affected context,”\(^{256}\) and social media companies should take steps to “anticipate and plan a clear exit strategy in advance.”\(^{257}\)

We also offer the following specific recommendations to individual platforms.

VK should make the following amendments and modifications to its “Platform Standards” policy:

■ VK should update its policy to make explicit its definition of hate speech and clarify its evaluation criteria.

■ VK should adopt more precise and detailed language to provide users with a greater appreciation for its values and how its policies might change in the future.

■ VK should better enforce its existing policies, particularly during periods and in regions experiencing armed conflict.
Twitter should make the following amendments and clarifications to its “Hateful conduct policy”:

- Twitter should clarify whether the “inciting fear about a protected category” rule applies if the content targets an entire group based on a protected category or only certain members of a group by providing more hypothetical examples as to the types of Tweets that would contravene its policy.
- Twitter should add an external link to its “Our approach to policy development and enforcement philosophy” page on Twitter’s “Hateful conduct policy” so that users can easily find the factors Twitter considers when deciding what action to take against a piece of content.
- Twitter should clarify when it needs to hear from a person being targeted in a post in order to take action against a tweet.
- Twitter should explicitly make clear to users what falls within its protected categories by expressly saying that “Protected categories include....”
- Twitter should update its policy to include labeling as a potential consequence of violating this policy.
- Twitter should consider linking unbiased, trustworthy sources of information, when such sources are available, on Tweets that classify as propaganda for war to keep users informed of developing situations around an armed conflict.
- Twitter should make policy citations of accounts available to researchers while ensuring that any privacy-compromising information in those citations is kept to a minimum.

Twitter should make the following amendments and clarifications to its “Synthetic and manipulated media policy”:

- Twitter’s algorithms and third-party partners should prioritize synthetic and manipulated media shared in the context of an armed conflict.
- Twitter should make the human rights that it seeks to protect more explicit on the face of the policy’s rationale in order to provide greater clarity.
- Twitter should add that links to trustworthy sources will be provided as part of its enforcement response if such trustworthy sources exist.
- Twitter should consider adopting a general policy on misinformation and disinformation or a policy on misinformation and disinformation in the context of an armed conflict. Whatever path Twitter chooses, it should set out clear definitions for misinformation and disinformation and list a range of enforcement options, including content removal as a last-resort measure where the content is likely to contribute to serious imminent harm.

Facebook and Instagram should make the following amendments and modifications to their “Violence and Incitement” policy:

- In its “misinformation and imminent harm” rule, Facebook should provide a clear definition of “misinformation,” working in tandem with civil society organizations and other stakeholders to craft a suitable definition.
- In its “misinformation and imminent harm” rule, Facebook should elaborate on the signals it looks for in determining whether the “imminent harm” threshold has been met.
- In its “misinformation and imminent harm” rule, Facebook should make clear that repeat violations could result in temporary account suspensions.
- Facebook should provide greater transparency on how it partners with third-party fact-checkers and how its algorithms and human review processes work.
- Facebook should prioritize referring content that makes dubious claims about an armed conflict to its fact-checkers.
- Facebook should expand its policy to include alternative measures to downranking, such as affixing a label that warns users of the misinformation and/or directs users to trusted sources of information.
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